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1 INTRODUCTION 

The BCX760 is a bi-directional fibre optic link system between an HD camera and a base station.  

The link carries digital video, audio, control and Ethernet between the two ends. 

The BCX760 has two mechanical forms: 

• The Stand Alone box is a half width 1U box with all connection on the rear panel.  This is 

the SA version.  The SA version may be mounted, either singly or as a pair into a 19” 

1U tray. 

• The Camera Back version is a contoured unit to fit on the back of a camera between the 

camera and a battery pack.  Short connections are made to the camera itself, and a heavy 

duty Opticon connector is used for the fibre link.  This is the CB version. 

Both units are compatible and bidirectional.  This means that almost all signals can be sent in 

both directions.  The following signals are carried: 

• SDI video – SD, HD or 3G 

• Analogue Audio 

• Genlock/Sync (or analogue Video) 

• RS232 

• RS422/RS485 

• Ethernet, IEEE802.3ab, 10/100/1000. 

The fibre link carrying the multiplex of video and other data runs at 10Gb/s using the industry 

standard 10G Ethernet Physical layer.  Although the physical layer is to the Ethernet standard the 

higher levels are not to a recognised IP standard, so cannot be used or routed through other 

equipment, that may require a TCP/IP decode. 
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2 BLOCK DIAGRAM 

2.1 STAND ALONE 

 

2.2 CAMERA BACK 
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3 SPECIFICATION 

The different units are identified as follows: 

BCX760 CB Camera Back version 

BCX760 SA Stand alone box 

BCX760 B/S Single Stand Alone box in a 1U Frame 

BCX760 B/D Dual Stand Alone boxes in a 1U Frame 

 

The Camera back version has been designed to fit on the V-lock battery-back of a standard 

broadcast camera, and then have the battery fitted onto the BCX760.   

While the battery power will be connected through from battery to the camera, it cannot be used 

to power the BCX760. 

3.1 IO SIGNALS 

The IO signals for the two variants are: 

 Stand Alone Camera Back 

SDI Video I/P 
SD/HD/3G Level A/3G Level B 

50/59.94 

SDI Video O/P 
SD/HD/3G Level A/3G Level B 

50/59.94 

Genlock/Sync I/P Analogue Video. 0-5MHz, 75R n/a 

Genlock/Sync O/P Analogue Video. 0-5MHz, 75R
1
 

Audio IO, Channels 1-2 Analogue, 20-20kHz ± 0.5dB 

Audio IO, Channels 3-4 Analogue, 20-20kHz ± 0.5dB n/a 

RS232 Bi-directional, I/P >1.5V, O/P ±6V 

RS422/485 
Selectable on internal DIL switch 

I/P > ±200mV, O/P > ±1.5V 

ETHERNET 
Dual Channel, IEEE802.3ab 

10/100/1000Mb/s 

Single Channel, IEEE802.3ab 

10/100/1000Mb/s 

Optical Ethernet 10G, IEEE802.3ae 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 Genlock O/P not available on prototype Stand Alone units, only Camera Back 
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3.2 CONNECTORS 

 Camera Back Stand Alone 

Power, Mains none Neutrik Powercon 

Power, +12V I/P XLR, 4 PIN PLUG 

Power, +12V O/P none XLR, 4 PIN SOCKET 

Power, +48V I/P or O/P Opticon 

SDI Video I/P BNC 

Genlock I/O BNC 

Audio IO XLR, 5 PIN High Density D-Type, 26 Way 

RS232, GPI Data I/O HIROSE, 12 pin 

Ethernet RJ45 8 pin 

Optical Opticon 

 

3.3 FRONT PANEL 

Both the Camera Back and Standalone units have the same front panel.  All indications are green 

LEDs which are either ON or OFF except for ON/ALARM LED which is either red or green. 

However some facilities are not available on the Camera Back. 

The LEDs indicate as follows: 
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3.4 CONNECTION PANELS 

3.4.1 Camera Back 

The Camera Back has two faces with connections as shown below: 

 

3.4.2 Stand Alone 

This is a typical SA rear panel.  As discussed elsewhere the precise power arrangements may vary. 
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3.5 MAIN BOARD DIL SWITCH 

The main board contains a DIL switch, SW1, which is used to set up certain operating conditions 

or test modes.  For the first issue of FPGA firmware it is used as follows: 

 

Note that Test Pattern (TP) data are generated on the input side of the system. 

For RS422/485 switching see section 4.6.5. 

The test pattern (TP) generation should not be needed in normal operation, but may be useful for 

testing.   

The Genlock and Audi test patterns are generated on the Input, or MUX, side so they will be 

embedded in the 10Gb optical stream.  Thus there needs to be an optical connection to either 

the same unit or another to see them. 

There is no Ethernet test pattern. 

The Genlock test pattern is a full digital amplitude to test for full excursions, missing codes etc.  

Since each ramp segment from 0V is always positive the pattern can be used to check polarity. 

The Audio Test Pattern is 1kHz tone at -20dBFs, wrt the internal Full Scale.  Since the audio 

interfaces are analogue and the overall system has 0dB insertion gain there is no need to set the 

internal digital scaling.  However it will test the 20dB of headroom. 

The Data test pattern is a series of square waves of various frequencies in the kHz region. 

The Camera Back (CB) version is automatically detected and disables channels 3 and 4 on the 

audio sub-module to reduce the power consumption.  The detection is from having only NET 1 

RJ45 fitted.  (There does not have to be a cable or PC, just the RJ45 socket, and NOT NET 2.)  This 

set up can be disabled with Switch 6, so full facilities will work. 

The GbE swapover reverses the Ethernet traffic on the MUX side.  Thus NET 1 input will appear 

on NET 2 outputs and vice versa.  This is useful for testing with optical feedback.  See 

section 4.5.1 for more details.  
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3.6 SIGNAL INTERCONNECTIONS 

All signals are passed between two units are carried over the full duplex fibres.  The fibre 

connection between the units must have a cross-over, since all units have the optical output on 

the left (when viewed from the rear of the SA) and the optical input on the right.  This is the 

equivalent of looking into a SFP module. 

The optical signals meets the 10Gb/s Ethernet standard – IEEE.803.ae.  Although they are 

Ethernet signals they do not carry TCP/IP data, and so cannot be routed through a  normal IP 

switch. 

The multiplexing of the various data is proprietary and so can only BCX760 units can be 

connected together. 

3.7 POWER INTERCONNECTIONS 

As discussed earlier the SA units can have several different power arrangements.  This allows 

remote equipment to be powered over a suitable multi-use optical composite cable. 

The internal Power regulator board fitted to the SA units has three input types: 

• Mains (‘Line’ in the US)  

• +48V 

• +12V 

This is also the priority order if several are active at the same time. 

It also has three output types, some of which may be not be available in some arrangements: 

• +12V (for the internal circuitry) 

• +12V 

• +48V+ 

The intention of these facilities is mainly to allow a SA unit to power associated equipment 

through the compound optical cable using the 48V link.  However naturally there are some 

practical limitations of total power consumption. 
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For each of the three power input options these arrangements are available: 
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4 SIGNALS 

4.1 POWER CONNECTIONS 

4.1.1 Camera Back 

The CB version is powered through a 4-pin XLR plug or the Opticon connector: 

XLR SIG 

1 GND 

2 nc 

3 nc 

4 Power: +6 to +18V, generally +12V 

 

4.1.2 Stand Alone 

The SA version has more versatile power options, in that it can be powered from several sources 

and optionally provide external power to other equipment. 

There are two types of Stand Alone boxes – one is a true free-standing box, and the other is 

mounted behind a front panel which fits onto a 19”rack.  There is no difference in the electronics, 

but they usually have slightly different power requirements. 

The rear panel always has two XLR type connectors on the left and on the far right is the Optical 

Connector which can also have power connected. 

The pin connections are: 

XLR SIG 

1 GND 

2 nc 

3 nc 

4 Power: +6 to +18V, generally +12V 

Plug  => Power In  

Socket  => Power Out 

 

OPTICON SIG 

1 GND 

2 nc 

3 nc 

4 Power: +48V 
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Three example arrangements are shown here: 

 

These arrangements allow the flexibility of powering the unit from a variety of sources, and also 

providing power to other equipment. 

The 4 pin XLR power connections are identical to the CB version. 

Other options are available, and to help identify the use of the 48V through the Opticon 

connector the surrounding gasket is colour coded as follows: 

• Blue  48V Output 

• Green 48V Input 

• Black No 48V connection 

4.2 SDI VIDEO 

All units have an SDI video input and output. 

All SMPTE standards, from SD at 270MHz through to the various 3G standards can be used. 

4.3 GENLOCK 

The Genlock is also referred to as SYNC.  This analogue video signal is not in any way standard 

dependent, and indeed any 1Vp-p video bandwidth signal can be passed through the system.  It is 

ac coupled. 
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The SA units have both a Genlock input and output.   

The CB units have only a Genlock Output. 

4.4 AUDIO 

The system passes up to four analogue audio channels. 

The SA units have access to all four channels through a High Density 26 way D-type connector.  

The connections are: 

PIN SIGNAL PIN SIGNAL 

1 Audio Input ch 1 + 14 GND 

2 Audio Input ch 2 + 15 GND 

3 Audio Input ch 3 + 16 GND 

4 Audio Input ch 4 + 17 GND 

5 Audio Output ch 1 + 18 nc 

6 Audio Output ch 2 + 19 Audio Input ch 1 - 

7 Audio Output ch 3 + 20 Audio Input ch 2 - 

8 Audio Output ch 4 + 21 Audio Input ch 3 - 

9 nc 22 Audio Input ch 4 - 

10 GND 23 Audio Output ch 1 - 

11 GND 24 Audio Output ch 2 - 

12 GND 25 Audio Output ch 3 - 

13 GND 26 Audio Output ch 4 - 

 

The CB unit has only two audio channels which are connected through a pair of XLR 5 pin sockets, 

one each for Channels 1 and 2: 

PIN SIGNAL 

1 GND 

2 Audio Input + 

3 Audio Input - 

4 Audio Output + 

5 Audio Output - 

4.5 ETHERNET 

4.5.1 Connection 

The BCX750 system can carry two Ethernet networks.  They are completely independent and can 

therefore operate at different data rates.  The system is not a switch, but simply transfers data 

packets, unchanged from Net 1 at one end to Net1 at the other, and similarly for Net 2. 

The SA units have two Ethernet ports, labelled as Network 1 and Network 2. 

The CB unit has a single Ethernet port, which is Network 1. 

All ports use auto-negotiation and can operate at 10Mb/s, 100Mb/s and 1Gb/s.  The auto-

negotiation is between the BCX760 and whatever is connected to the port.  It is independent 
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from the negotiated speed at the remote port.  Thus it is possible to connect a 1G/s server on a 

SA unit to a CB unit connected to a camera head operating at 100Mb/s. 

All Ethernet ports also have the so-called HPAUTO-DMIX which allows the use of direct connect 

or cross-over cables. 

The user should be careful if, while testing the system, the optical output is connected directly to 

the optical input using a fibre link.  This will cause all Ethernet traffic to fed directly back to the 

sender and experience has shown that this can upset some servers.   

On the SA model it is possible to operate in this ‘feedback’ mode by reversing the Ethernet ports.  

In this way the input signals on Port 1 are crossed to channel 2 and vice versa.  Thus you could 

connect a PC to Port 1 and then Port 2 to a server and a successful link.  This is done using 

switch 8 on SW1, as defined in section 3.5.  Note that this reversal MUST be removed for normal 

operation across a fibre link between two systems. 

4.5.2 Speed Indication 

Each RJ45 Ethernet port has a pair of LEDs, one Green and the other Yellow.  When a local 

connection is established one or both will flash indicating the presence of traffic.  The operating 

rate is shown as follows: 

LED Flash Speed 

Green and Yellow 1Gb/s 

Green only 100Mb/s 

Yellow only 10Mb/s 

Immediately after a reset, or power-up, both LEDs will be ON for about a second. 

4.6 DATA: RS232, RS422/485, GPI 

The CB and SA modules both have two data connectors, labelled DATA 1 and DATA 2.  Each 

carries  one of the three data types. 

4.6.1 Pinouts 

The panels are fitted with a pair of Hirose 10 way sockets. 

The mating plug required is:  HIROSE(HRS)  HR10A-10P-10P(73), and the connections are shown 

here:  

Pin 1 RS232 Input 

Pin 2 RS232 Output  

Pin 3 GPI Input  

Pin 4 GPI Output  

Pin 5 GND 

Pin 6 GND 

Pin 7 RS422/485 Input + 

Pin 8 RS422/485 Input - 

Pin 9 RS422/485 Output  + 

Pin 10 RS422/485 Output  - 
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4.6.2 Data Crossover 

Since RS232 and RS422 are duplex standards with defined inputs and outputs and all 

interconnecting cables must be crossovers so that outputs are connected to inputs.  It is not 

possible to use direct 1 to 1 cables at each end to cancel out the double crossover. 

The fibre connection itself between the two BCX760 is also effectively a crossover. 

This is a diagrammatic representation: 

 

4.6.3 SONY CCA-5 8 PIN 

If the BCX760 is used to connect to a SONY CCA-5 camera system, which uses a Hirose 10-way 

connector the following interconnections are required. 
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4.6.4 RS232 

The RS232 Inputs will accept a full 12-0-12 signal or a lower logic signal. 

The RS232 outputs is always a full level 6-0-6 signal. 

The maximum baud rate is approximately 120kbits/s. 

4.6.5 RS422/485 

RS422/485 is a differential signaling system on which the electrical characteristics are quite well 

defined, but the data characteristics are not. 

RS422 is a full duplex connection with a separate pair of wires for carrying data in each direction.  

Each pair has a single transmitter but could have a multitude of receivers.  The cabling should still 

be a point-to-point connection with a termination (usually 100R) at each end, rather than star 

connections. 

RS485 uses a single pair of wires for data transfer in both directions.  The wiring should still be 

point to point with terminations at each end.  While there can be many transmitters and 

receivers on the cable only one transmitter can be active at any one time.  It is the responsibility 

of a higher level protocol to ensure that this is the case. 

For the physical layer all transmitters should default to OFF, and all receivers should be ON.  Pull-

up resistors on the wires then ensure that the default state is a logic ‘1’.  When in RS485 mode 

the transmission of a logic ‘1’ is set by the pull-up resistors, (with the transmitter disabled) but 

the transmission of a logic ‘0’ is set by the transmitter driving a differential zero. 

Wiring for RS422 is straightforward: 

• Pins 7,8 are the TX Output 

• Pins 9,10 are the RX Input. 

For RS485 the Pairs must be joined together at both ends of the link.  On the BCX760 this is 

generally done in the plug that connects to the panel: 

• Join Pin 7 to Pin 9 

• Join Pin 8 to Pin 10 

The BCX760 also needs to know whether to operate in RS422 or RS485 mode.  This is done using 

switches 1 and 2 on SW1, as defined in section 3.5 

The maximum baud rate is approximately 10Mbits/s. 

4.6.6 RS485 Biasing 

This is always discussed in RS485 documentation but there is no actual standard.  The BC760 

follows the convention that the +ve output of the driver (and therefore the +ve input to the 

receiver as well) is pulled up to +3.3V.  Conversely the –ve ports are pulled down to GND. 
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A useful reference can be found at: 

http://www.bb-elec.com/Learning-Center/All-White-Papers/Serial/RS-422-and-RS-485-

Applications-eBook/RS422-RS485-Application-Guide-Ebook.pdf. Page 33 refers. 

4.6.7 GPI 

The GPI signals are single bit active low inputs and outputs. 

The inputs each have a series 100R resistor and a 10k pull-up resistor to +3.3V, with diode 

protection for small over voltages. 

The outputs are driven by open-collector drivers with a 510R pull-ups to +3.3V, followed by 100R 

current limiting series resistors. 

The default condition when no inputs are connected is for logic 1 at all outputs.   

If the optical link fails then all outputs revert to their default condition. 

The GPI links are low speed; however when a change of state is detected on the GPI i/p the state 

is transferred over the fibre immediately.  However a subsequent state change will only be 

signaled after at least one video frame period. 

4.7 OPTICAL I/O 

4.7.1 External 

The optical connection between any two units is full duplex over a pair of Single Mode optical 

fibres at 10Gb/s.  Each unit type has two internal fibre links, one for TX and one for RX,  between 

the external Opticon connector and the internal SFP+ optical transceiver. 

The transmit wavelength is determined by the SFP+ fitted in the unit. 

It is quite possible to use external optical devices to combine different wavelengths onto a single 

fibre. 

The fibre labelling on the Opticon connector is confusing,  (A and B are different on front and 

rear.)    Viewed from the outside of the BCX760 the connections are 

• A, on the right, is always the RX input signal 

• B, on the left, is always the TX output signal. 

This is similar to a SFP module. 

Thus it is essential that a cross-over optical cable is used. 

4.7.2 Internal 

Within each type of BCX760 there is an internal pair of fibre cables connecting the Opticon 

connector to a SFP+ module. 
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These cables are quite stable when in the unit but are very delicate  when connecting or 

disconnecting, and this should be undertaken with great care. 

It is possible to change the SFP+ module inside the SA units, but care must be taken.  When 

reassembling ensure that the TX from the SFP+ connects to the Left LC connector on the Opticon 

(when viewed from the outside). 

Changing the SFP+ module on the CB module is very difficult and requires some dis-assembly of 

the PCBs.  Ideally the unit should be returned to the manufacturer. 

4.8 FRONT PANEL 

The Front Panel on both CB and SA units is the same.  There are no controls, but 25 LED 

indicators, as shown in section 3.3. 

4.8.1 Alarm LED 

This is a bi-colour LED, which can be either Green or Red. 

Green indicates the unit is powered, with no alarms. 

Red indicates that an alarm condition exists.  At the moment the only alarm is over-temperature 

of the internal PCB.  There is no change to the operation of the unit when the alarm is set, but 

there is a risk of internal components not working to their full specification. 

The Alarm trigger temperatures are: 

• Stand Alone:  75° C 

• Camera Back: 85° C 

4.8.2 Link LEDs 

These LEDs indicate the status of the optical link. 

The IN LED will be on if the internal SFP is receiving an optical signal.   This is a ‘low level’ 

detection signal from the SFP itself and does not indicate a reliable signal or one that is suitable 

for the BCX760. 

The OUT LED shows that the optical output is being correctly received at the remote end.  This 

does indicate that a suitable BCX760 is connected, and the link is established. 

4.8.3 SDI LEDs 

The IN LED shows that a SDI signal, either SD, HD or 3G is connected to the SDI IN BNC. 

The OUT LED shows that the remote end has a SDI input signal connected and it is being 

successfully received over the optical link. 

If the SDI input is removed from the remote end, then the OUT LED will not be lit, but there will 

still be a HD digital Black on the output BNC.  This is because there is always a digital ‘carrier’ 

through the system. 
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4.8.4 Sync/Genlock LEDs 

The Sync IN LED will be ON only if the unit can transmit the Sync signal.  It does not indicate that 

an input signal is detected; this is partly because the Sync channel is standard and signal 

independent.  In general this means that it will be ON on the SA  version and OFF for the CB. 

Although the internal Video Board has both input and output processing for the Sync the input is 

disabled in the CB to reduce the power consumption. 

Similarly the OUT LED will be on if the Video Board is fitted and an optical input exists.  There is 

no actual signal detection.  It does not indicate the presence of an actual signal 

4.8.5 Audio LEDs 

The audio IN LED will be ON if the Audio Board is fitted, as it usually is.  It does not indicate that 

any audio has been detected. 

The audio OUT LED will be ON if the Audio Board is fitted, as it usually is.  It does not indicate that 

any audio has been detected. 

4.8.6 RS232/422/485 Data LEDs 

The eight Data LEDs actually indicate data presence by detecting a transition on the data channel.  

Once a transition has been detected the LED will stay ON for about 3 seconds before going OFF 

unless more transitions are detected.  Thus The LED does not flash, but stays steady 

The IN LED will be lit when a transition is detected on the relevant channel.  It will stay ON for 

about 3 seconds after any transition until going OFF. 

The OUT LEDs operate in the same way on the received and decoded data signals. 

When there is a disturbance on the optical LINK, or a standard change on the video it is likely that 

the transition detect LEDs will be ON due to temporary ‘noise’ on the data channel. 

4.8.7 GPI LEDs 

The GPI IN LED represents the status of the GPI input signal.  Note that the GPI inactive (default) 

state is actually a logic ‘1’, as the unit has internal pull-ups.  This state is ahown by the LED being 

OFF. 

If the GPI is active ( a logic ‘0’ or GND on the pin) then the LED will be ON. 

Similarly the GPI Output LEDS represent the status on the GPI Output pin – Logic ‘1’ from internal 

pull-up is LED OFF, while active ‘logic ‘0’ has LED ON.  

If the optical link is broken then the GPI outputs will return to Default, so the LEDs will be OFF. 
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4.8.8 E’Net LEDs 

Each Ethernet channel also has a pair of LEDs.  The IN LED will be lit when a link is established 

between the BCX760 and a server or PC.   

The OUT LED will be lit when the far end of the remote BCX76 has established an Ethernet link.  

Clearly there must be an established optical link between the two units for this indication. 

The Ethernet LEDs represent a low level link at the Physical Layer, and do not indicate the 

existence of any data traffic.  The LEDs on the RJ45 connector can be used to indicate the speed 

of the link. 

Since the CB version has only one Ethernet network the Network 2 LEDs will always be OFF. 


